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ON THE AMOUNT OF INTERNAL FRICTION DEVELOPED
IN ROCKS DURING DEFORMATION AND ON THE
RELATIVE PLASTICITY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
ROCKS

FRANK D. ADAMS, D.Sc, F.R.S., and J. AUSTEN BANCROFT, M.A., Ph.D

McGill University, Montreal

INTRODUCTION

At the meeting of the Geological Society of America held in

Albany in the year 1900, a brief resume of the experimental work

on the flow of marble carried out by Adams and Nicolson was pre-

sented to the Society, and in the discussion which followed the

reading of this paper a number of interesting points were suggested

by various speakers as worthy of experimental investigation.

Among these was one put forward by Dr. G. K. Gilbert,

which, in a letter to the authors, he subsequently formulated as

follows

:

It has been thought that great pressure breaks down the structure called

solidity and so reduces viscosity that very little dilTerential stress is necessary

to produce flow. It is thought that the strength of rocks is practically un-

affected by pressure, in which case flow should begin only when differential

stress equals the crushing strength of the material as conditioned by the

temperature. It is certainly conceivable also that the strength of rocks is

increased by pressure, so that the production of flow requires differential stress

greater than the crushing stress as conditioned by the temjierature. I hope

your experimentation may be brought to throw light upon this point.

557
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The sense in which certain terms are used in this (|uotation is

not quite clear, but we undvi.tami the question put forward by
Dr. Gilbert to be as follows:

A unit cube oi" any rock -granite for instance -is submitted to

pressure in a testing machine on tiu earth's surface. It will give
away or break down under a certain load -this is termed its crush-
ing load.

If this cube of rock were imbedded deep within the earth's

crust, great pressure would be exerted upon it from all sides. Such
being the case, and omitting from consideration the influence of

temperature, would the rock (i) be reduced to a condition which
approaches fluidity and move at once if the pressure in one direc-

tion became slightly greater than that in another ? Or (2) would
the rock become deformed only when this additional pressure in

one direction was equal to its crushing load at the surface? Or
(3) would the rock show an increased resistance lo deformation and
require a much greater additional pressure in one direction to

deform it than was required to crush it at the surface ?

A few preliminary trials which served to open up the experi-
mental investigation of this j)roblem were undertaken some years
ago by Dr. Adams in association with Dr. Ernest (i. Coker, t^^en

Associate Professor of Civil" Engineering at McGill University.
Dr. Coker subsequently resigned his position at McGill University
to accept the professorship of mechanical engineering and applied
mathematics at the Finsbury Technical College in London, and for

a time the work was discontinued. Dr. Bancroft, however, some
years later coming to McGill University, the investigation was
resumed. It has extended over a period of several \ears. The
writers desire to acknowledge their indebtedness to the Carnegie
Institute of Washington, the work having been carried out under
a grant received from that body.

ROCK EXAMINED

The following rocks were examined:

White alabaster, Castelino, Italy.

White marble, Carrara, Italy.

Black Belgian marble ("Noir fin").
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con-

White dolomite, Cociceysville, Maryland, U.S.A.

Steatite ('Albarine"), Virginia, U.S.A.

Slate, New Rockland, Province of Quebec, Canada.

Sandstone, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

Granite, Bavtno, Italy.

Olivine diabase, Sudbury, Province of Ontario, Canada.
For the j)urpases of comparison experiments were also

ducted with metallic copper and metallic lead.

Detailed petrographical descriptions of these rocks, with the

exception of the alabaster, dolomite, steatite, and slate, have been
given in a former paper.' It is necessary here, therefore, to refer

briefly to the character of these four rocks only.

Alabaster, Caslelino, //a/y. -Under the microscope the rock is

seen to be composed of an aggregate of small grains of gj^psum
which are clear, colorless, and approximately equal in size. The
individual grains display a tendency to elongation in one direction,

thus giving the xock a very faint foliation. The columns of ala-

baster used in the experiments were cut from a single uniform block

of this rock in such a manner that their longer axes were parallel

to this indistinct foliation.

Dolomite, Cockeysville, Maryland, U.S.A .—This is a rather fine-

grained, white, granular dolomite, very pure in character and uni-

form in composition, containing CaCO, and MgCO, in almost
exactly their molecular proportions. It presents the appearance
of a white marble and is extensively quarried as such. Thin sec-

tions of the rock, when examined under the microscope, show that

it is composed of a mosaic c " grains of the mineral dolomite, more
or less irregular in shape and varying somewhat in size. Between
crossed nicols, they present a uniform extinctic.i or show only the
faintest strain shadow ;. They are very seldom twinned.

Steatite, Virginia, U.S.A .—This steatite is placed on the market
under the name of "albarine." The columns employed in the

e.xperimer ; were cut from a perfectly uniform slab of this rock

' "An Investigation into ttie Elastic Constants of Rocks More Esiiecially with
Reference to Their Cur<ic Compressibility," by F. D. Adams and E. G. Coker, The
Carnegie Institute of Washington, 1906; see also American Journal of Science, XXII
(.August, 1906).

\
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With d,mens..,ns cf ,o"X.."X.r'. Under the microscoiK- then.ck ,s seen to possess a .listinct fohation parallel to the bro.ul
surface of the slab. All of the columns were eu. from this slab with
he.r onger axes parallel to the foliation In thin sections underh mu„sco,>e the rock .s seen to be eomposcl chie.iv of chlorite,
ale an. .lolom.te. numerous small crystals an.l grains of maRne-

t.te. ;mcl a few grams of pyrite are also present. The two minerals,
chlontc ami talc, make up by far the greater portion of the rock
the chlorite bemg somewhat more abundant than the talc Both
occur as plates and sheaflike aggregates, an.l b.,th ,K,ssess a very
chstmct cleavage parallel to which e.vtincti..n takes place The
'iolom.te .s presc-nt both in large rhomb.,he,lral in.lividuals and as
small irregular granules which possess a linear arrangement parallel
to the fohat..,n .>f the r.u k. None .,f the grains ..f dolomite show
c. her twinmng or strain sha.lows. Having been cut parallel to the
foliation. It IS n..t surprising that the columns of this n.ck empl.-ved
.n the experiments bulgc.l assymetrically when .leformecl, andhence a larger number of exp.riments were ma.le with the steatite
than with the other rocks, in .,r.ler that accurate average result!
might be secured.

State Xew Rockland, Quebec. Canada. This i< a tvpical fine-
grained slate, black in color, unifonn in character, and' TK,ssessing
ail excellent cleavage. By means of a diamon.i drill c;.res weretaken perpen..cular to the cleavage of the slate, an.l from these
the columns of slate used in the experiments were prepared

Lnder the microscope this slate- is found to be composed essen-
ally of minute flakes of two minerals, one of which is apparently

kaolin and the other muscovite. In general, the kaolin is muchmore abundant than the muscovite, from which it can be distin-
guished in that It possesses a lower double refraction and is not
quite so tran.sparent. VV-hin a few extremely narrow bands of the
slate he muscoMtr prei)onderates. A few minute grains of quartz
are interposed Detween the flakes of muscovite and kaolin. 1 con-

nanilr h"",
"?' ''' ^"^" '^^'" '^ ''^^^'^' °I-^"'^- carbonaceous

matter abundant, mmute, needle-like crystals of rutile, and a verytew widely scattered grains of pyrrhotite are also present The
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rutilc crystals arc brownish in rn\or and occasionally dl^pliiy the

gt-niculatcd twinninR that is characteristic of this species

The foliation of the slate explains the lack of symmetry in the

exi'.insion of columns of this rock duririR deformation.

The Copper used in these experiments was taken from a rod

I inch in diameter, representinR a koo<I commercial grade of this

metal. Prior t:) beinR turned into colu nns for the e.xperiments. the

pieces cut from the rod were annea' . by being heated to bright

redness in the coal fire of a forge, Ix j, then allowed to cool down

gradually.

The Lead employed in the cxi>erimcnts was "as.say lead" .*: '..

in order lo free it from all air bubbles, was melted down and . -

in a healed i n mold, which was then allowed to cool slowly.

METHODS EMPIOYED

Several long round bars of nickel steel 2'. iches in diameter, all

of identical compo>ition and from the same heat, and all having

been submitted to identical treatment in their manufacture, were

secured. For these the authors are indebted to the Bethlehem

Steel Company, which placetl them at their disposal for the purpose

of the present investigation.

This steel, which is very uniform in character, possesses a high

tensile strength, as well as a high elastic lin- and has the following

chemical composition;

Carbon 3° per cent

Manganese 74 percent

Silicon ,
162 percent

Phosphorus
.'

035 per cent

Sulphur 038 per cent

Nickel 4 740 per cent

The bars were sawed into lengths of about 3J inches. Ihese

were then bored and turned into tubes, the longitudinal sections

of which, with the fmal dimensions, are shown in the upper half

of Fig. I. Two sets of these tubes were prepared, difTering only in

the thickness of the wall of the central portion of the tube. In the

first set this has a thickness of 0.3,3 centimeter, while in the second
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Before Compression

After Compression
Fig. I.—Longitudinal section through steel cylinder with wall 0.33 cm. thick

and inclosing one of the rock columns (natural scale).
'
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set the thickness is 6. 25 centimeter. The interior diameter of the

tube in both sets is of such a size that it will just receive a column

of rock 2 centimeters in diameter. The inner surface of the tube

in every case was not only perfectly smooth, but highly polished.

The angle of the bevel, by which the thickness of the wall is reduced

at the middle of the tube, was adopted after a long series of pre-

liminary experiments, which proved it to be that which was

demanded by the conditions to be secured. Pistoiis fitting accu-

rately into either ^^ .id of these tubes were then made of chromium

tungsten steel, suitably tempered by being heated, quenched in oil,

and then ground to the exact dimensions required.

Large blocks of each of the rocks having been secured, rough

columns of them were bored out by means of a hollow-bit diamond

drill, care being taken in the case of each rock to have all the

columns bored out of the rock in the same direction, that is, parallel

to one another, so that any possible variations due to rift, grain,

or incipient foliation were avoided. These rough columns were

then reduced to the exact size required, by being ground down in a

lathe by means of revolving carborundum wheels of different degrees

of fineness, and were finally highly polished. When completed the

columns were of such a size that they would just pass into the steel

tubes at the ordinary temperature, the tube inclosing the column

with an absolutely perfect mechanical fit. The column was in each

case 4 centimeters long and 2 centimeters in diameter. While the

column was thus fitted accurately into the tube, it could, by the

exertion of a certain amount of pressure, be moved up and down

within the tube. The column of rock, when inserted into the tube,

was so placed that its center was exactly in the center of the thinner

portion of the tube, as shown in the diagram, the extremities of the

column being in this way supported by the walls of the thicker

portion of the tube at either end.

The pressure to which the rock was submitted was obtained by

a Wicksteed testing machine set up in the Testing Laboratory of

the Macdonald Engineering Building of McGill University. This

machine has a capacity of 100 tons and, when loaded to its capacity,

is sensitive to a load of 4 pounds. Unfortunalt ly, being graduated

to read only in tons and pounds, it was necessary to obtain the data
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of the research in these units. In presenting the final results,

however, the data for the conversion of these into a unit more
generally employed in physical investigations are given.

The extensometer employed for the purpose of measuring the
expansion of the tube under pressure was a simplified form of the
tv-pe designed by Professor Coker and described in the Proceedings

of the Royal Society of Edinburi^li, XXX (1Q04-5). It was afl^ixed

to the opposite points of the steel tube on the plane of maximum
deformation and showed the expansion, multiplied by two, by
means of a fine line moving over a graduated scale, which was read
by a telescope placed at a distance of several feet.

In a number of experiments two extensometers were employed,
which were api)lied to the tube in the plane of ma.ximum deforma-
tion, but in directions at right angles to one another. In this way
it was ascertained that the bulge which the steel tube displayet;

under pressure was nearly s\Tnmetrical. but in order that any error
which might arise from a single measurement might be eliminated,
in almost all cases the two extensometers emp' i\e(l were affixed to
the tube at right angles to one another, and the mean of the two
readings was secured. By means of this form of extensometer and
by reading with a telescope, it was possible to measure an increase
on the diameter of the tube amounting to only 0.0005 inch. The
steel tube inclosing the rock column, with the extensometers in

position, the whole set up in the press ready for the application of
pressure, is shown in Fig. 2.

The method adopted for measuring the internal friction devel-
oped in the rock by deformation was as follows:

A column of rock, Carrara marble, first was taken, having the
dimensions already referred to. This was incl(jsed in a tube

''

nickel steel, as above described; the tube had a wall thickness o;

o. 25 centimeter at its thinner portion. As will be seen from Fig. 1,

the middle portion of the marble column is inclosed by the thinner
portion of the tube, while the ends of the column are held by the
thicker portion of the tube wall. In this way the rock is prevented
from flowing up between the tube and the pistons and thus from
escaping from the tube. With a tube of this shai)e and these
dimensions, the movement of the rock under pressure is confined
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to the middle portion of the column, which is surrounded by the

thinner portion of the tube. The pistons being inserted and the

whole properly set up in the testing machine, the pressure was

Fk;. 2.—Stctl cylinder, inclosing a rock column and with the two extensometcrs

in ix)sition, set up in the Wicksteed press. To the right a Ijulgcd cylinder is shown

as it appears at the close of an experiment.

applied in successive increments of 1,000 pounds. The exten-

someter showed no yielding of the inclosed rock until a load of about

12,000 pounds had been reached, when a very slight distension of
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the tul)e was indicated. Up to this point, th9 marble, being

an elastic body, was undergoing cubic con-_>ression, the pressure

exerted by the machine and the resistance exerted by the steel

collar being equal. The slight distension of the steel tube at a load

of 12,000 pounds is due to the elastic deformation of the marble.

After each additional increase of 1,000 pounds to the load, exten-

someter readings were taken every 30 seconds until four successive

readings were identical, that is to say, until no movement that

could be registered on the scale took place during a period of

2 minutes. The pressure was then increased by another 1,000

pounds and a similar series of readings were taken. This was con-

tinued until the bulging steel tube showed signs of rupture or was

actually ruptured by the movement of the inclo ed rock. The time

which elapsed between the first application of pressure and the

final rupture of the tube, that is to say, the duration of the experi-

ment, differed somewhat in the different experiments, but may be

said to be .Jjout four hours.

During the time which elapses from the point when the elastic

limit of the rocL is exceeded to that at which the tube fails, the

inclosed rock is undergoing deformation with extreme slowness and

by internal movements of one kind or another, which give rise to

what may be termed a plastic flow.

At the commencement of the experim.mt the column of marble

had the form and dimensions represented in the upper half of Fig. i.

When at the conclusion of the experiment the test piece was placed

in a lathe and the steel collar was turned off, the specimen of marble

was set free. It was still intact, unbroken, and, when Usted in

compression, was found to be very nearly as strong as a piece of

the original marble of the same shape and size. It now had the

form represented in the lower half of Fig. i.

A photograph of a column of rock, before and after deformation,

the rock, however, in this particular case being steatite, is shown

in Fig. 3.

The pressure which was applied to the marble column effected

two results. It overcame the pressure (or resistance) exerted upon

the sides of the column by the inclosing tube of steel, and it over-

came the internal friction developed within the rock during its

^sp^ mfmi
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change of shape. If it were possible, therefore, to ascertain the

amount cf the pressure (or lateral resistance) exerted by the ; iclos-

ing tube, it would be possible by subtracting this from the total

load employed to determine the load which was required to over-

come the internal friction of the rock under the conditions of the

experiment

In order to determine

the amount of pressure

required to effect the pro-

gressive deformation of

the tube, i.e., the amount

of pressure exerted by the

tube on the inclosed rock

during the successive

stages of deformation, a

series of steel tubes,

identical in every respect

with those employed in

the experiment just de-

scribed, were taken and

were deformed in a pre-

cisely similar manner, ex-

cept that these tubes were

tilled with soft tallow, instead of being occupied by a column of

marble. This material was selected as being one which moves

with the development of an amount of internal friction which is

so small that it was negligible in the {.'esent case. In carrying

out the experiment with tallow, we foil.. 1 it necessary to slightly

alter the shape of the steel pistons, the ends inserted in the

steel tube being turned so as to present a somewhat concave face,

as shown in Fig. 4, the outer margins having a thin feather edge.

When pressure is brought to bear upon these pistons, this thin

edge expands slightly, thus pressing against the walls of the tube

and preventing the tallow from escaping between the piston and

the wall. It was found that in this way the deformation of the

tube could be readily effected.

Fig. 3.—Photograph of columns of steatite

befor-. and after deformation. The smaller

divisions of the scale below are millimeters.
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The objection might be put forward that, while undoubtedly

the tallow possesses at ordinary atmospheric pressure an internal

friction which is quite negligible, this material under the pr-ssure

to which it must be subjected in order to deform the steci tube

might develop an amount of internal friction and a rigidity which

would be by no means negligible.

In order to ascertain whether luch was the case, companion

experiments were made, using the same pistons, but employing

Fig. 4.—Lonsituainal section through steel cylinder, showing the type of piston

used when deforming the steel with tallow.

water in one case and oil in another, instead of tallow. It was

found that *he deformation of the tube could be effected by either

of these materials, although, when water was employed, it was

necessary to raise the pressure rapidly at first to cause the feather

edges of the pistons to expand and make the joint tight, thus pre-

venting the water from escaping. This series of comparative experi-

ments was carried out with loads up to 19.000 pounds, at which

pressure the tubes failed, and it was found that under these pres-

sures the three substances mentioned -water, oil and soft tallow-

showed no difference in viscosity which could be detected. The

tallow, of course, undoubtedly possesses a somewhat greater inter-
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nal friction than the water, but at the range of pressure to which

it was submittetl in the present investigation this dilTerence is not

noticeable and may therefore be neglected. The tallow, however,

being more convenient for purposes cf experiment, was employed

in a further serii^ of comparative experiments.

There was one oth;r possible source of eiror, namely, the fric-

tion between the walls of the tube and the thin feather edge of the

hollow-faced piston used in the experiments with the tallow. In

the experiments with a column of rock a flat-faced piston was of

course employed, and this source of friction was hus eliminated.

In order to ascertain the amount of this friction in the case of the

tallow, another steel tube wa"- constructed, identical in all respects

with those used in this investigation. One end of it, however, was

closed so that it would be necessary to employ only a single piston,

and through the closed end a small copper tube was inserted, which

led "o a powerful pump provided with an accurate pressure gage.

The whole apparatus having been filled with water supplied by the

pump, the steel tube with its cup-shaped piston was placed in a

75-ton Emery testing machine, and the piston slowly forced into

the fluid, the pressure required to do this being noted at every

stage on the testing machine and also on the gage fitted to the

pump In this way the pressure ne' essary to force the piston for-

ward was measured at each additional increment of load applied

to the piston by the Emery machine. As a result of a series of

trials, it was ascertained that the friction on the feather edges of

the piston amounted on an average to only 290 pounds, so that, in

view of the very heavy pressure employed in thit investigation, the

error thus introduced is so small that it may be neglected.

It having been ascertained that soft taliow was a material which

for the purposes of this investigation might be considered to move

without the development of internal friction, a series of experiments

were made with steel tubes identical in character and dimensions

with those employed to inclose the marble, but soft tallow was

substituted for marble. The two series of experiments were

carried out in exactly the same manner in every detail, except that

in the tubes filled with tallow the load was raised by increment-

of 500 pounds, instead of 1000 pounds, and the readings were taken
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every 15 seconds instead of every 30 seconds till they remained

constant for at least 5 consequent readings. This change was

necessitated in order to standardize the conditions in the two series

of experiments, since, when the tube was filled with tallow, the

whole load was applied to overcome the resistance of the tube,

while, when the place of the tallow was taken by marble, a portion

of the load was applied to overcome the internal friction of the

rock, and the movement was slower. By modifying the procedure,

as above mentioned, in the case of the tubes filled with tallow an

identical deformation was secured in both cases.

When columns of rock are inclosed in the steel tubes and

deformation is carried out in the manner described, the impending

rupture of the steel tube, which marks the conclusion of the experi-

ment, is indicated by the appearance of a series of sharply marked

vertical lines on the bulged wall of steel which inclosed the deformed

rock. If the experiment is continued, the tube splits along one of

these vertical lines, and the inclosed rock becomes visible, and, if

the pressure is still maintained, the resistance along the line of

rupture being removed, the rock along this line crumbles and is

forced out of the fissure in the form of a powder.

In the case of the experiments in which tallow was employed in

place of a column of rock, the completion of the test is marked by

the development of a vertical fissure in the thin portion of the steel

tube in the usual manner. So soon as this appears, however, and

usually befc. .- the load can be taken off the testing machine, a

fragment of the thin steel wall, bounded on one side by the fissure

in question and at the top and bottom by the thicker portion of the

steel tube, opens out like a door on its hinges and is instantly torn

off and with a loud report is shot across the room with great violence.

It therefore was necessary in the case of these experiments that the

observer should always be protected from these projectiles, the

importance of this protection being emphasized in the case of one

of the experiments by the fact that the piece of steel struck and

split in two the piece of hard wood, a quarter of an inch thick,

which protected the observer's head.

In order to make quite sure that the form and outline of the

bulge assumed by the tube in the case of the experiments with the
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ditTcrent rocks was the same, a special series of experiments to

decide this question was made, employing cojjper, lead, marble,

Belgian black, and granite. In each instance the experiment was

carried to the point where the bulge or expansion of the diameter

amounted to 0.030. The cylinder was then removed, and by using

an electric arc light in a dark room a sharp shadow of the outline

of the bulged cylinder was cast upon sensitive paper, removed at

such a distance that the photograph enlarged the outline of the

cylinder appro.ximately 18 times. The cylinder was then placed in

the Wicksteed machine, and the bulge increased to o.iio, and a

similar photograph taken. By a comparison of the photographs it

was found that the outline of the deformed wall was essentially

identical in all cases.

As has been mentioned, from two to five experiments were made

in the case of each rock when inclosed in a 0.25-centimeter tube

and the same number with each rock inclosed in a tube having a

wall thickness of 0.33 centimeter. The mean of the closely con-

cordant results was then worked out in each case, and the figures

obtained are presented in Tables I and II. These represent the

data yielded by the experimental work.

The necessary data having been thus secured, a curve was

plotted presenting these graphically in the case of each experiment.

In these curves the exact amount of the load required to produce

any required bulge or distension of the tube is shown from the

point when the first movement can be detected until the final rup-

ture of the tube takes place. The curves for the several experiments

with Carrara marble inclosed in the steel tubes with a o. 25-

centimeter wall are shown in Fig. 5 (p. 620). A curve represent-

ing the mean of the results obtained in the several experiments is

also given. In Fig. 6 (p. 621) this curve of the mean of the results

obtained from the marble inclosed in a 0.25-centimeter tube is

reproduced, and below it is the mean of the curves obtained from

tallow when inclosed in a 0.25-centimeter steel tube.

Since the tallow, as has been shown, offers itself no measurable

resistance to deformation under the conditions of the experiment,

he curve in the tallow experiments shows merely the resistance

offered to deformation bv the steel tube itself.
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Such being the case, with the information thus secured it is

possible to separate the two components of the load, namely, that

necessary to overcome the resistance offered by the tube and that

required to effect the deformation of the marble. If at a series of

points the load required to produce a certain distension or bulge

in the steel tube when filled with the tallow is subtracted from the

loai' required to produce the same bulge in the case of tb" tube con-

taining the marble, values are obtained which represent that por-

tion of the load which is expended in affecting the deformation of

the marble. This may be termed the true airve, and that obtained

for a standard column of Carrara marble deformed in a standard

steel tube having a wall thickness of 0.25 centimeter is shown in

Fig. 7. In the same manner the true curve for each of the other

rocks may be plotted from the (lata presented in Tables I and II.

It will be seen that, in the case of Carrara marble, this curve start-

ing from a distension of 0.00 1, which may be considered to be due

to elastic deformation, and which is produced by a load of 12,000

pounds, shows a rapid deflection to a point representing a distension

of 0.052 which is produced by a load of 33,000 pounds, after which

it develops into what is practically a straight line until the tube

ruptures.

This shows that after the elastic limit of the marble has been

passed, at about 12,000 pounds, and the marble commences to

deform, the load which is required to start this movement and

produce a unit of diametral expansion is rela Lively great. As the

movement progresses the additional incremi nt of load required to

produce a unit of diametral expansion grows progressively less till

a bulge of 0.052 is reached, after which there is a definite and con-

stant ratio between the increase of load and the expansion which

it produces. This ratio is 0.0065 for each increase of 1,000 pounds

in load.

It will be noted that in the case of the slate, just after the rock

began to deform, the curve shows a sudden break or sag which is

repeated at a second point before the regular movement, indicated

by the nearly straight line, is developed. This is due to the fact,

above mentioned, that the slate, being a foliated and not a granular

rock, is not isotropic in its response to pressure. It consists of little
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Fig 7 —True curve obtained by the deformation of a standard column of Carrara

marble in steel cylinder with wall 0..5 cm. thick. The iitca designated by oWi^uc

lines represents the work done in effecting the deformation of the marble to a bulge

of 0.150 inch.

'W
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plates of kaolin and muscovite KinK parallel to one another and at

right angles to the direction in which the i)ressure is exerted. The

breaking down of the foliated structure of the rock is indicated on

the curves by the irregularities to which reference has been made.

It will also be seen that in the case of granite, when the lateral

resistance is relatively low (e.g., when the rock is inclosed in the

steel tube having a o. 25-centinieter wall), there is at the same

point a sag, though much less marked, due to the fact that the

lateral resistance offered by the tube is not quite sutTicient to develop

a uniform movement in this the strongest of all the rocks employed

in the investigation.

Attention must be drawn to the manner in which deformation

goes forward in a column of rock when deformed under the con-

ditions of the e.xjKTiment. As may be seen, if the tube and the

inclosed rock are sawed in two vertically, the column of rock begins

to move or flow at the middle, the motion taking place first along

the well-known shearing cones, having an angle of approximately

45° (usually somewhat greater), seen when a column or cube of the

rock is crushed between the faces of a testing machine in the ordinary

determinations of the strength of rock for building purposes. Thus,

as the movement progresses, there develops within the column two

obtuse cones, having as their bases the faces of the advancing pis-

tons and consisting of portions of the rock which show no evidences

whatsoever of deformation, but which are, under the conditions of

the experiment, subjected only to cubic compression. As the

experiment progresses, these cones (see A and B in Fig. 8) advance

into the deforming rock, additional amounts of the rock shearing

ofif the surfaces of the cones and thus coming to participate in the

movements which are going forward. Owirg to the fact, therefore,

that the quantity of flowing rock is continually increasing in an

unknown ratio, it is impossible from the data mentioned above to

determine whether the definite increase in the ratio of load to

deformation is due to an increase of internal friction developed with

increase of pressure, or to the increased amount of material which is

being moved.

The answer to this question is obtained from another series of

cxiJcriments which exacll}' duplicated those with the columns of
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Carrara marble, dfscrihed above, except that the lateral resLstance

to movement was increased by increasing the thickness of the walls

of the steel tube inclosing the marble from a thickness of 0.25

centimet -r to 0.35 centimeter. In these the amount of material

m..ved is identical with that in the series of experiments just

described, while the internal friction Is increased by the increased

thickness of the steel tube.

A series of additional experiments were also made to determme

the resistance offered by such tubes when filled with soft tallow.

Fio. 8.— I-oiiKitiKlinal section throuRh sled cylindor witli pistons inscrte.l ami

inclosing a deformed column of rock-showinj; the obtuse sliearinn cones which a<lvancc

into the deforming rock.

In this way another series of curves were obtained for each

material and another '"true curve" for the deformation of a stand-

ard column of Carrara marble under conditions identical with those

of the former experiments, e.xcept that the resistance to deforma-

tion olTered by the steel tube was much greater. The " true curve
"

for the deformation of the marble in a steel tube having walls 0.33

centimeter thick is shown in Fig. 10.

An inspection of this curve will show that while, as before,

starting from the limit of elastic expansion the rising load at first

indi;.. es a relativelv small amount of movement in the rock, the

*:*^";. "J.
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'HO ffKtWS

Fig. g.—True curves obtained by the deformation of the several rocks when

inclosed in the steel cylinders with wall o. 25 cm. thick.
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J

y,,,^ ,„.-True ciirvT. nhl:iine<l by the Hrformation of the several rocks when

inclosed in the steel cylinders with wall o 33 cm. thick.
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ratio of the amount of this niovcment to incnnunt of loads

introasc's rathrr rapidly, and, aflir diformation aniounlin;^ to

about 0.06 has Ik-cu l)rouj,'ht aboi.t which Rquircs a load of

38,750 pounds thf ratio of iiureasc of load to amount of deforma-

tion of the column becomes constant, as when the marble is

deformed in the lubes with thinner walls. It will be seen, however,

that for the experlmi nts in the thicker-walled tube this ratio of

increase is much less ihan when the wall was thinner, i.e., 0.25

centimeter bein, 0.0051 diametrical increase for each increase of

1,000 pounds in tne load, instead of .0065, as in the first series of

e.xporiments.

This demonstrates that the moving? rock possesses internal

friction and that with the increase of the lateral resistance the

amount or coeflicient of friction rapidly increases, and at a con-

stant ratio.

The investigation was then extended to the other rocks of the

series enumerated on pp. 5gcS and 59Q. The conditions and method

of conducting the e,\|)eriments were in every case identical with

those just described with Carrara marble. Two sets of standard

steel tubes, having wall thicknesses of 0.25 centimeter and 0.33

centimeter, respeciively, were employed, and the true curves were

plotted representing the mean of a series of e.xjieriments in each

case (see Fig'.- 9 imd ro),

'"WORK OONK'' in TIIK DKFOKM.VnoN OF ROCKS

If Px be the load to which the specimen is subjected and Py
be the resista ; e to movement offered by the inclo.sing walls of the

steel cylinder, i lie data were urst examined to ascertain whether

the formula
/".v— /'v = a constaiit

represents the movement, and it was found that this was not the

case. They were then studied to see whether each rock possessed

a constant factor A.', which might be termed its modulus of plasticity,

as in the formula

P.\ — KP\ = a. constant

It was found that, if the data are calculated so as to take into

consideration the bulge of the cylinder and are plotted to show
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vt-rtical strt-ss as i()mpare<l with lali-ral stn-ss, this formula ri|)ri'-

siiit> th^- facts anil that lach of the s •Iter rocks possessc , a (Iclmite

niixlulus of plasticity, this being alst* true in the harder rocks in the

earlier stages of the deformation at least.

This interesting fact is discussed at length in the accompanying

l)aper by Dr. King, where a mathematical treatment of some of the

new data developed in the present investigation is also presented,

illuminating certain parts at least of that hitherto unsubdued and

almost unoccupied domain the mathematics of the How of soliils.

In the i)resent paper, without entering into a mathematical

treatment of the subject, the following deductions from the e.KjK'ri-

mental data may be indicated.

If a vertical line be drawn cutting otT the "true curve" obtaine<l

in the case of any rock when the deformation of the tube amounting

to o. IS has been reached, and if the area inclosed by this line, the

'true curve" itself, and the base line of the diagram be measured,

this area represents the "work done" to effect the deformation of

the rock. This area showing the "work done" in deforming a

standard column of Carrara marble in a 0.25-centimeter steel tube

in Fig. 7 is ishaded. In Fig. 9 the "true curves" obtained in this

deformation of all the rocks of the series, in steel tubes having a

wall thickness oi 0.25 centimeter, are shown, and in Fig. 10 the

complete series of "true curves" obtained when the wall thickness

of the lube is increased to 0.33 centimeter is set forth. In both

figures the curves are cut otT at the ordinate 0.15, and the area

representing the "work done" in the case of each rock is clearly

shown and may be compared.

Table III sets forth these comparative values in square inches.

This tabic shows quite clearly that with the increased resistance,

offered by the thicker-walled steel tube, the amount of work

required to effect an equal deformation increased in the case of

every rock. It also sets forth the comparative value of these

increases and also the relative amount of work done to deform the

different rocks of the series.

The table thus shows that the "work done" in deforming a

column of marble of the size employed and under the conditions of

the experiment, when inclosed in the ihimier-walled tube, is to the

"work done" when an identical column is deformed, when inclosed i
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the ^^ork clone in ,lc.orni,n« a marble column, whether the resist-
ancc| be small or great, is almost exactly one-half of that required
to effect an ecjual amount of deformation in a column of granite
under the same conditions. That is to say, almost exactly twice
as much work .s required to deform granite as is required to efTectan equal deh.rmation in the case of marl,le and nearly four times
as much as ,s required to produce an equal deformation in the case
of steatite.

T.ABLi: ]II

RKi.\mK MioisT OF "Work Dose'- in EFFfxiiNc .\n-
h')v.\L Dkformation- in- U.nit Columns of

UlFFERENT R()CK.S

Steatite

.Alabaster

Sandstone.
.

Marble
Dolomite.

.

Belgian lilack

Slate

Diabase
Granite

Under Resistance of

2j cm. .steel Tube ,1jcm. Steel Tube

26,0.54

35,56q
41,262

SI,708
66,362

73,754
79,o6g

92,985
104,169

34.123

42,946

53,446
60.415

77.002

79,362

97,154
107,431

119,877

T.ABLE IV
Rei..xt,vk .\mount of "Work Done" ,n Effk< t,ng an

AS Uvm
^^'-'-'"•"^^° "•^' ""^ I^ASis OF Marble

Under Re.sist.4nce of

Steatite

Alabaster

Sandstone
. . .

.

Marble
Dolomite

.

Belgian Black.
Slate

Diaba.se

'jranite

''' "' St«l Tube o J3 cm. Steel Tube

0.50
0.69
0.80
1.00
1.28

» 43
1-53
1.80
2.01

0.56
71

0.88
1 .00

1.28

1 31
I 61

1.78
1.98

If the "work done" to deform marble be taken as
figures may be set forth as in Table IV.

unity, these

en
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In these tables there is expressed in actual values the phenomena
which are displayed in s -'i a striking manner in the great exposures
of the Grenville se'\ s .iiul i;i oII.it terranes which have undergone
deformation at gn t .^nihs belov the surface of the earth where
the same force has <i • on a < on olex of rocks of diverse character.
In these occurrena., s.,r.. ;' t'lese rocks are torn to fragments,
which are then carried far apart in a flowing matrix formed of some
other and more plastic member of the complex. This is seen in a
striking manner where dykes of diabase or belts of granite cut
through a limestone, and the whole complex is then deformed under
conditions of deep-seated dilTerential pressure. The diabase dyke
or belt of granite is torn apart into angular fragments, which are
floated along in sinuous curves in the plastic flowing limestone, like
logs or drifting timber on the surface of a flowing river (see Fig. n).

EFFECT OF .\ CltAXGE I.V THE RAPIDITY OF THE APPLICATION' OF
PRESSURE

In Fig. 12 there are two curves: one showing the deforma-
tion of alabaster, the other, the deformation of marble. These
also illustrate the effects of a change in the rate at which the
pressure is applied.

In the former case, after a load of 36,000 pounds had been
gradually applied in successive increments and no movement had
taken place under the load for 2 minutes, the next increment of
load was by mistake applied suddenly, thereby submitting the
rock to an impact instead of to a slow increase of pressure. This,
as will be seen, produced at once a movement of 0.045 inch!
Following this, however, four increments of load, each of i.ooo
pounds, had to be applied before the movement was resumed, and
two additional increments, each of 1,000 pounds, had to be applied
before the movement could be re-established in its regular course,
after which the flow continued in the line followed by the normal
curve.

In the second case—that of the marble—the normal course of
the experiment was interrupted four times by postponing the time
of reading the deformation produced by a new increment of load
much longer than usual, namely, from 9 to 75 minutes. These
were when the load on the column of rock was 40,000, 55,000,
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60,000, and 65,000 pounds, respectively. It will be noted that the
same effect, though on a smaller scale, was produced as that just
described as the result of impact. An abnormal increase of load

a n.rmw
'

',,~''f
"'"«^^P''. "' ^ ^P<--^""- "' Trenton limestone whki. has been cut by

tonite has been broken into fragments which ha e cf J ,„, Ur^h"

s^i::;;tsr- '^^-''- ^-'-" --- -=.:">i m=
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was required to bring about a re-cstal)livhment ,,f the movement
which, however, eventually resumed its former course.

BEARIXG OF THE RESULTS ON CERTAI.V PROBLEMS PRESENTED liY
THE earth's CRUST

The experimental results afford a reply to the question pro-
pounded by Dr. Gilbert and set forth in the ojuning paragraph of
this paper. They also have a direct bearing on the problems pre-
sented by the origin of "decken" and by the theory of isostasy

When movement producing deformation is once started in' the
rock under the intluence of tangential thrust, resulting in the break-
ing down of its texture, the rock, if deeply buried in the earth's
crust, does not on that account offer a decreased resistance to
turther movement.

Some experiments by Karman' on 'he deformation of marble
under differential pressure have yielded data with reference to the
amount of this pressure which must be e.xerted in the case of marblem order to induce plastic flu^v in the rock. The data obtained
represent maximum results, because in the experiments the pressi-re
was applied rapidly as compared witli that which would be devel-
oped in any earth movements, nnd, also, the factor of heat was not
taken into account. It must be noted, however, that heat and a
very slow ap,)lication of the deforming force would produce move-
ments under lower pressures than those made use of in the experi-
mental work. Karman found that, if a column of marble were
submitted to a supporting or containing pressure, such as that
e.xerted by the steel tube in our exi,eri,nents, amounting t<, 68.
atmospheres ^which would be equivalent to that e.xerted by the
overlying strata at a dep.h of 2.53 miles below the surface- -it
would tlow uniformly and continuously under a load of 2 870
atmospheres applied to the ends of the column. If the containing
pressure fell below the value mentioned, that is, if the rock occupied
a po.sit.on m the earth's crust nearer the surface, it would spec^dily
crumble and break to pieces, presenting in this wav a failure similar

aeo:^. ^wr;;'^*^^''
°' ''- ^^-^ °' '^-^ - ">^ ^-•^ ^-t.- ^--^ of
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t.) that which is obtained in testing building stones in the laboratory.

On the other hand, if the containing or supporting pressure is

increased, the load required to produce deformation rapidly
increases also, and the experiments seem to indicate that with a
containing pressure of about 10,000 atmospheres, which would be
equivalent to a depth of about 22 miles below the surface, it would
be impossible to make the marble flow, except under a pressure
which would be simply colossal.

Since with the increase of resistance to tangential thrust, that
is, with increasing depth below the surface of the earth, the amount
of such thrust required to produce movements in the earth's crust
increases rapidly, it is evident that the great movements of adjust-
ment by rock flow or transference of material in the earth's crust
from one point to another—other than the transference of rock in
a molten condition- must take place comparatively near the sur-
face. That is, beneath the zone of fracture where adjustment takes
place by faults and overthrusts—in the zone of flow—movements so
far as they are determined by pressure are efi'ected with an ease
which increases rapidly in proportion to their nearness to the
surface.

It would seem, therefore, that it is in the upper part of the zone
of flow only that the great '^decken," as, for instance, those which
are developed in the Alps, are produced. This e.vplains the fact

that in the mountain range in question it is the upper "decken"
which have moved more rapidly and have extended farther than
the lower "decken," where the rock is under the increased load and
is consequently much less plastic.

Since with the increase of depth there is a rai)id increase in

rigidity of the rocks of the earth's crust, it is not diflicult to under-
stand how it is that, while great movements may take place near
the surface of the earth in the upper part of the zone of flow, the
globe itself is "more rigid than steel or glass."

The experimental work also affords at least a first approxima-
tion to the determination of the dimensions of the forces which are
required in order to effect deformation in t*" -arth's crust in the
case at least of the chief types of rocks whicn make up the crust
in question.
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In these measurements it must again be noted that the factor
of pressure alone was considered, no account being taken of the
element of heat in the crust, which would undoubtedly tend to
increase the ease of movement.

In the experiments it has been shown, as mentioned, that the
resistance to deformation exerted by the wall of the steel tube
gradually increases as the experiment progresses. If, however, the
value of the resistance is taken at a point where the regular column
shows a diametral increase of 0.05 inch (or 6.35 per cent), i.e., when
the deformation is well under way and after which it becomes pro-
portional to the increased tangential pressure, this resistance, in the
case of the experiment with the steel wall 0.25 centimeter thick,
would be equivalent to 26,685 pounds to the square inch, or 1,815
atmospheres, that is, to a depth of 4.2 miles below the surface.

In the case of our experiment with a steel wall 0.33 centimeter
thick it would be equivalent to 37,359 pounds per square inch, or
2,542 atmos])heres, that is, to a depth of 5 . 8 miler below the surface.

Thus at these respective depths the additional tangential thrust
required to induce a pronounced movement in the case of marble
and granite, respectively, would be as shown in Table V.

TABLK V

At Depth of 4 j Miles

Pounds per Square
Inch

Marble 66,400
Granite i38,scx>

.\' Depth of s 8 Miles

Atmospheres ,Po"nds per Square
Atmospheres

4,517

9,422

Inch

74,500

159,600
5,068

10,857

CONCLUSIONS

1. All the rocks employed in the present investigation can be
deformed under differential pressure at ordinary temperatures.

2. In order to effect an equal deh. niation, it is necessary to
employ dilTerential i)ressures having diiicrent values in the case of
the several rocks.

3- The case with which these rocks are deformed has as one of
Us functions the hardness of the rock (or of the minerals compos-
ing it).
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4. In the case of the softer rocks—alabaster, steatite, marble,
etc. -the deformation is produced by movements due to a slipping

within the constituent crystals of the rock, on theii gliding planes,

often accompanied by twinning, the movement in this case being
similar to that s( »n in metals when they are deformed. In the

harder rocks the defomit-Jon is accompanied by granulation, the

texture developed being similar to that found in mylonite.

5. Each of the softer rocks at least has a well-detined modulus
of plasticity.

6. The "work done" when a rock is deformed by a tangential

thrust, within the earth's crust, increases rapidly with the weight
of the superincumbent strata, i.e., with its depth below the surface.

7. The relative ease with which the several rocks will flow under
differential pressure is shown in Tables III and IV', which give

mathematical expression of the "work done" in deforming standard
columns of each rock.

8. A uniform thrust exerted on a prism of the earth's crust may
deform and fold the upper portion of the mass, while it will be quite

insufficient to produce any movement in the lower part of the same
mass.

9. The thrust required to develop deformation, taking no cog-

nizance of the influence of heat or the time effect which might result

if the pressure were applied with extreme slowness, in the case of

marble, and of granite, is shown by the values given in Table V.
10. To revert to the question propounded by Br. Gilbert, in

order to develop flow in any rock within the earth's crust the rock
must be submitted to a differential stress which is greater than that
which is required merely to break down its texture and very much
greater than that which is sufficient to crush it to pieces under the

ordinary conditions which obtain at the surface of the earth.
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TNTROUrCTKJX

'J"h:it solid bodies could be permanently deformed and made to

flow without rupture under sufficiently j,'rea stress has lonj? been
known. The extensive experiments of Tresca on the flow of metals'

(1864 72) directed the attention of several mathematicians of the

time to the subject. Tresca announced as a result of his experi-

ments the sin.ple law that a stressed solid would commence to flow

as soon as the maximum shearing stress exceeded a limiting value A'

cnaracteristic of the solid. This hypothesis v as incorporated into

the elastic solid theory by Saint- v'enant' and others. The hope
was cxi)ressed by these writers that by effecting the solution of

simple problems in "plasticodynamics," corresponding to the

experimental arrangements em])loyed, it might be pt)ssible, not
only to verify the theoretical results, but also to determine a speciflc

constant A.' characteristic of the various metals and related in an
intimate Tianner to other jjhysical constants. It was found pos-

sible, however, to sohe only a very limited number of extremely
simple proi)lems: ( i ) circular cylinder under uniform pressure over
the i)lane ends or subject to uniform lateral pressure; (2) cylindrical

shell constrained to remain of constant length and subject to uni-

form internal and external i)ressure; (3) circular cylinder twisted

beyond the elastic limit; (4) bar of rectangular section bent by a
suitable distribution of forces to take the form of a circular arc.

» H. Trusca, I\ir. Man. 3ai: Kir., X\ 187^), 75 IT. and 281 ff. .\ summary of
Tresca 's c.\|)eriments is gi\ en by L. S. Ware, Joi<riuiI of tin- Franklin Inslilutc, LXXIII
(1877), 418 f.

' Saint-Vfnant. CM.'A.'fi Rrn:!:!':. r.XVtl (i.sr.Si, T^iff., 30j <T., '"S IT LXVIII
(1869), 221 ff., 290 IT.
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None of these simj)le problems corresponded, however, to any
detailed observations available. The position with rej^ard to the

final mathematical inteqiretation of Tresca's observations was
summed up by Saint-Venant in a communication to the French
Academj- ' It was stated that, before much progress could be
made in formulating a mathematical theory of plastic flow, it would
be necessary to plai exi)eriments more easily capable of mathe-
matical specifications; in particular he recommended that means
be taken to trace out in the interior of the solid the extent of the

plastic deformations. The difficulty of doing this without at the

same time interfering with the continuity of the solid under test has
apparently not been overcome up to the i)resent, so that data on
plastic deformation available for mathematical treatment are still

very meager.

It is interesting to notice, however, that we have available at

the present day a method of exploring the internal structure of

solids which seems to fulfil the need expressed by Saint-Venant.

By the use of extremely powerful X-rays it has been found possible

to detect internal cavities in steel castings not visible on the sur-

face. The subject has recently been extensively studied by Davey,'
who states that it is possible to detect an air inclusion 0.021 inch

thick in i\ inches of steel and an air-inclusion 0.007 in^^h thick in

8 inch of steel. More recently Pilon,* making use of the Coolidge
tube, has successfully

j
. netrated 5.5 centimeters of steel. This

method appears to the writer to offer the means of studying in

successive stages the plastic deformation of specimens of various

materials under conditions of intense stress. In these circumstances

it would be necessary only to drill extremely fine holes in the

specimen in various directions and to study the deformation of

these as the solid is made to flow.

Tresca's hypothesis that flow in a solid commences and continues

as long as the shearing stress exceeds a definite limit has been found

' Sa-nt-Venant, "De la suite qu'il serait ncccssaite de donner aux recherchcs
expfirimentalts de plasticod>Tiamique," Compics Rendiis, LXXXI Ouillet, 1875),
115-21.

' \V. P. Davcy, Trdii.':. Am. Elrrlmrhrw, Snr,_ XXVIII CiQis), 40''-i.S.

J II. Pilon, Rn: dc Md., XII (Nov., 1915), 1017-23.
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by later tests to he only approximately true. It is found that to

produce continuous flow in 11 plastic solid it is necessary continuously

to increase the distortinj; stress. A simi)le illustration of this fact

is to he noticed in the manner in which a short circular cylinder

crushed in a testing machine ultimately hreaks down. According

to 'Iresca's theory the surfaces of shear should he cones of semi-

vertical angle of 45°, while e.xperiments indicate that the angle is

more often in the neighhorhood of 55° for a material like cast iron."

These results have led to a modilication of Tresca's hypothesis as

already mentioned. The effect of this so-called "resistance to

flow" does not a])pear to have heen studied with a view to formu-

lating the laws according to which solids may he made to flow

continuously.

In the t'leld of e.xperimental ballistics the use of the permanent

deformation of short coi)per cylinders to measure the enormously

high i)ressures invoh- ' in testing explosives by means of the

so-called "crusher-j:iu invented by Xohle about iSys.'' has

led to the detailed study of the relation of api)lied stress and

deformation produced in these special circumstances,' The results

of these observations have recently been studied in detail bv Bril-

louin.' The behavior of copper shows the existence of internil

inction analagous to that observed by Adams and Bancroft in the

case of various rock specimens.

In the exi)eriments carried out by the latter investigators the

use of nickel-steel jackets of standard thickness to incase the rock

specimens subjected to flow is analagous to the use of short cylinders

of annealed copper in the crusher-gauges just referred to. In order

to obtain the lateral pressure on the specimen corresponding to a

given deformation of the nickel-steel jacket, a calibration-curve is

obtained by liiling the cylinders with tallow. The hydrostatic pres-

sures refjuired to give a series of deformations give the rerjuired

' .\. .Morloy, Siniiglh of MiiUriah (LoiiKnians, Green, & Co., iqoS), p. 55,

" See Emydopacdid Britannica, nth cd., article on " Uallislies," for a brief descrip-

tion of tlic crusfier-gauge.

^ Vicillc, Mfnwriitl dcs poudres ct salpelres (Gauthicr-Villars, Paris),V, 12-61.

" M. BrilloHin, "Les arandcs deformations du cuivre par err.iseniptit ft par
traction," Ann. dc Cliimic ct dc Physique, g" scrie, II (1914 489-96.
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calibration-curve, just as the copper cylinders of the crusher-gauge

are calibrated I'nder known end p-"ssures in a testing machine.

MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION' OF THE OBSERVATIONS OF ADAMS AND
BANCROFT DURINO THE ELASTIC S rVOE

Although the experiments which form the subject of the present

discussion were all carried out when both rock and nickel-sttvl had
been deformed beyond the elastic limit, it is not without interest,

especially in view of further experiments on the subject, to follow

out the distribution of stresses in the rock specimen and in the

nickel-Steel throughout the elastic stage. The necessary theory

from which the formulas given below are derived has been given by
the writer in a previous paper.' As in that discussion, it is sufficient

for the present puq)ose to ccjusider the ideal problem of plane stress,

that is, one in which the end pressures and lateral pressures are such

that the displacements at the outer surfaces both of the rock

specimen and of the nickel-steel jackets, are ever> where symmetrical

with respect to the axis and everywhere constant for a given load.

In reality the nickel-steel jacket shows a bulge over the center of

the specimen. As l(»ng as this is not too great the analysis will give

an approximate representation of the state of stress in the central

portion of the specimen and nickel-steel jacket at which the measure-

ments of displacement were taken by means of a sensiti\e exten-

someter. The justification for this mode of treatment has ;dready

been noticed in the writer's paper previously referred to in its

application to a similar problem.

We denote by rr the stress component along the radius r; by 68,

the component at right angles to r; and by zz. that along the a.xis.

According to Lame's notation, fx is the modulus of rigidity of the

rock specimen and X one of the moduli of elasticity such that

K={\+ln) is the modulus of compression. Poisson's ratio is

denoted by ff= |X/(X-}-/i). We denote by accented symbols the

corresponding elastic constants for nickel-steel. In the problem
under discussion we denote by b the radius of the rock specimen and

L, V. King, "On the Limiting Strength of Rocks under Conditio.is of .Stress

Existing in the Earlii's Interior," Journal cf Ccalogy, XX ^Tcbruary Mdn.ii, iyi2),

121-26.

I
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the interior radius of the nickel-steel jacket, and l)y c the exterior

railius of the niekel-steel jacket. If /' i-^ the pressure jxr unit area

applied to the end of the test specimen, we have zz=—P. The
prim ii)al shearing stresses are one-half the algebraic dilTerence of

the j)rincii)al stresses and are at once obtained hy writing; i/ = o in

the equations (13) of the writers paper mentioned above. We then

obtain

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

rr-O0\=i (1)

' l-<r (

+

where

1+
l-<r' I,' I I

C'
(2)

The radial disi)lacemcnt U at the outer surface of the rock specimen

is given b}-

b 21JL i-fir i+ /j
(3)

Each of the princii)al shearing stresses (i), (ii), (iii), is associated

with a family of surfaces along whit h the material will i rack or

flow. These aie illustrated in Fig. i. rei)ro(luced from the writer's

paper already mentioned. It is important to notice in the present

connec , 1 that the principal shearing stresses in the interior of

the rocR, as given by (i) and (iii), are independent oi the radius r

and remain ecjual throughout the elastic regime. It thus follows

from Tresca's theory that the rock, when stressed under these ideal

conditions, will commence to break down or flow simulhiiicoush

throughout its entire volume. The surface> ui shear which will be
associated with the elastic breakdown may either be the system
of cones (i) of semivertical angle 45° or the system of helicoidal

surfaces (iii) of 45° pitch giving rise to the well-known Ludcr's lines

on the curved surface of the specimen. The particular surfaces of

shear which will be observed in any particular test will depend on
accidental circumstances, as either system is equally likely to occur.
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W'v fasily (Itrive t'X[)rcssions for the principal shearing; >tresscs

in the nickel-sUrl jaikit. At jxiints (li>lant r' I'ntni the axis these

arc

(i)' \\rr'-z'z'\^',P-

(ii)'
i

' rr'-$e'\^r

(iii)' \\i0'-zz'\ = U'

<T t (' r''-\

i-(t" 1+/J i',b'-i

i-'T i4-/i i' b'- I

(4)

The radial (h'splaament V at tin outer surface of the ni( kel-steel

jacket is ^'iven hy

t" '\l>\ I I'

C ' fi''
('' l-b' ('' I+it' '5)

By writinj; |U = o and therefore ti = o. <t=\. the foregoinf; give the

familiar re>n'its for stresses in a cylinder subject to internal hydro-

00< ilV

r M

%a3 Ml

li) (") (iu)

Fic. I.— (Fi>;ure from thii Journal, Vol. XX, No, .• [February-March, IQ12],

p. 1^3)

static pressure. The three princinrd shp.iring stre'^'^e'i ,^jven above
all take their maximum value (independent of sign) ,it the interior
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surface r=b, and of these maxima (ii)' is the greatest. The maxi-

mum shearing stress is therefore

=P
I-tr i+j3 i-b'/c'

(6)

It follows from this discussion that elastic breakdown of the

nickel-steel jacket commences at the interior surface and, as defor-

mation continues, extends gradually to the outer surface. The

surfaces of shear in this case are the system of cylindrical surfaces

whose traces on a plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder are

equiangular spirals intersecting orthogonally and cutting all radii

at angles of 45°. An examination of the nickel-steel jackets shows,

in fact, that the surfaces of shear approximated roughly to this

system. The polished outer surface of stressed specimens showed

indications of fine longitudinal ribs, while in such as were actually

ruptured it was noticed that the surface of rupture conformed to

that predicted from theory. As the rupture occurred when the

nickel-steel was stressed very much beyond the elastic limit, the

actual surfaces of shear are determined by very complex conditions

involving the effect of internal friction, with which we shall deal in

a later section.

Xtitncrical results. A rough verification of the preceding results

may be made by calculating the relation between the load and the

increase of diameter of the nickel -steel jacket according to equa-

tion (5). For nickel-steel we take <t'= o.327 and /i'=io.8Xio*

pounds per scj. in., values employi d in the writer's paper just

referred to. In one set of experiments (referred to as 0.25-centi-

meter wall) 6=1. 00 cm., c=i.25 cm., giving from (2)

/8= ,5.6SX
\-\-7 IJ.

When the jacket is filled with tallow we may take 0- = ^, m= o, /3= o,

so that equation (5) gives

6"A=i.34X(/'/m'),

or in terms of the total load, lV= irb'P, we obtain

2U' (inches) = 2 52X io~'XU' (pounds) (7)
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When a specimen of Carrara marble is inserted we have' <r= o. 2744,

/i=3. 154X 10* pounds per sq. in., whence ^= i .889 and

i/'/c = o.i76X(P//A'), or 2U' (inches)=3.3iXio-*XJF (pounds) (8)

In another set of experiments (referred to as 0.33-centimeter

wall), 6=1.00 cm., c= 1.33 cm., giving

P=2.g6x'±^ ",.
l—afi'

In the case of tallow filling we find as before,

U'/c= o.gSoX(P/ii') or 2U' (inches) = i.96Xio-'XH' (pounds) (9)

and in the case of the Carrara marble specimen

U'/c= o. i47X(/'/y) or 2U' (inches) = 2. 94Xio-»Xir (pounds^ (10)

In Fig. 2 are compared the observed and theoretical stress-strain

diagrams corresponding to the cases calculated out in equations

(8) to (10). In the case of tallow filling, the initial slope of the

observed curves agrees approximately with the calculated slope.

In the case of the marble filling, the agreement is within the limits

of error involved in measuring these extremely small strains.

MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS OF ADAMS AND
BANCROFT DURING THE PLASTIC STAGE

I. Xavicr's theory of internal friction.—Let xi, yy, and ss be the

principal stresses in the solid at a point P measured toward the

origin (Fig. 3). Let 5 be the shearing stress in a plane whose

direction cosines with respect to the direction of the three principal

stresses are (/, tn, n). Let .V be the stress normal to this plane.

We then have

S'-\-\'=l>B'+m'yy'+n'zz'
|

and ( (11)

N= l'xx+m'yy+n'zz '

Generalizing somewhat on Navier's hypothesis of elastic break-

down, we may state that the material will not break down as long as

S<K (12)

' .\dams and Coker, "Elastic Constants of Rocks," Publication No. 46 of the

Carttegie Institution of Washington, 1906, p. 69.
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where A' is a function, not only of the stress \ normal to the plan

at which slide occurs, but also of the previous history of the

Bulge

2U'

•oos

.004

.003

14 16 18 20 ^^ I**^^ in

thousantl lbs.

Bulge

2U'

.005'

.004'

.003'

I ^^^^^

—ji—o—( a^^
ff"^ »

8 18 20 ^V. load in

thousand lbs.

Fig. 2.—Theoretical and obsencd sti ss-strain diagrams. Curves i, tallow

fillinR. Curves 2, Carrara marble filling.

specimen. According to Tresca's hypothesis. A' was regarded as a
constant, depending only on the nature of the specimen. An exten-
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sion of this h>pothesis due to Navier (the so-called internal-friction

theor>-) replaces (12) by the condition

S<K+tiN,

fi being a new consta t somewhat analogous to the coefficient of
friction of mechanics. In order to

discover the relation between the

principal stresses at the elastic limit,

it is necessary to find the direction

(/, m, n) which makes (5— /xA') a

maximum and equate the result to

A'. Suppose the principal stresses to

be all of the same sign, two of

them equal, yy= xx, and zz>xx
(corresponding to the state of

affairs in the cylindrical rock speci-

mens under test). We then have,

writing l=sin 6 cos
<l>, m= sin d sin </>, «= cos 6,

Fig.

(13)

(14)

(15)

S'+X'=xX' sin^ e+zz' cos^ 0, \=xx sin' 0+zz cos'tf

S = (zz—xx) sin 6 cos B

S—fi\ = {zz~xx) sin B cob B—fi(xx sin 6 -f£ cos' 6}

This expression reaches a maximum when

cot 26= —fl,

ir '
. circumstances

(S-n.\)max. = ^(zz cot 0-xx land), (16)

an,, uie relation between the principal stresses at breakdown is

given by

S3 = 2 A' tan ^-}- £r tan' tf (17)

where d is given in terms of ^ (the coefficient of friction) by (15).
This result indicates that the material in question will break down
along a family of cones of semivertical angle a = §7r— &.

2. Discussion of ohseroalions- In the experiments of Adams and
Bancroft the cylindrical rock specimens were .subjected to end loads
transmitted by the steel pistons. As a result of the intense pressure
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TTh:

developed, the rock cylinders were caused to bulge out laterally

over the central portion, where the thickness of the nickel-steel

jacket was reduced to o . 25 centimeter anil o . 33 centimeter, respec-

tively, in the two sets of experiments. The rock was thus sub-

jected to a continuous succession of breakdowns, so that it was

possible from these observations to

I detennine the relation between the end

I

and lateral pressures required to keep

,
the rock in movement.

Considering the central portion of

the rock cylinder throughout which the

flow takes place, we may reasonably

assume, when the bulge is small, that

the a^ erage pressure-intensity Po along

the direction of the axis is given by

P„=ir„/(7r6;),

\V„ being the load t)n the steel piston and

ba its radius. As the bulge becomes

sensible, it is necessary to make a cor-

rection to allow for the increasing area

over which the pressure is distributed.

Referring to Y\g. 4, we denote by P the

average pressure-intensity across a [)lane

at right angles to the axis at the position

Pjc ^
t)f maximum bulge where the radius of

the cross section '

; b. We denote by p

the resultant traction per unit area exerted by the nickel-steel jacket

on the rocksj ccimen in a direction making an angle e with the axis.

Then, considering the equilibrium of one-half of the rock specimen,

we may write

itPM+\P cos « (AS" = nb'P, ( I S)

the integral representing the total component of the tractions

between the rock specimen and the nickel-steel jacket in a direction

parallel to the axis of the cylinder. When an exactly similar jacket

is filled with ti'.ilow and deformed by the application of a load on

the steel pist )ns in the same waj', we may consider the pressure in
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the interior to be hydrostatic. If /,„ be the hydrostatic pressure
required to bulge the nickel-steel jacket to the same radius b, we
have instead of (18) the equation

^P«b'o+fpo cos tJS= irb'po,
(19)

where 6„ now denotes the direction which the normal to the deformed
surface makes with the axis of the cylinder. It was carefully ascer-
tamed m the experiments of Adams and Bancroft that the shape of
the bulged nickel-steel jacket was the same when occupied by the
softer rocks and such an easily flowing metal as lead, in which con-
ditions of pressure approach very nearly to hydrostatic conditions
under the very mtense loads employed. As the deformation of the
nickel-steel jacket is due to the distribution of surface tractions p
It IS reasonable to assume that they are distributed in approximately
the same way. This is equivalent to asserting that the tangential
component of the surface traction between rock and nickel-steel is
negligible compared to the normal component, a statement which
seems to be reasonable in view of the fact that both rock and nickel-
steel are highly polished over the surface of contact. We may thus
write Sp cos e </5=//>„ cos 60 dS in (18) and (19) and arrive at the
relation

P=po{i-bl/b')+PJ,i/b',
(jo)

giving the average pressure-intensity at the center of the specimen
to be identified with zz of equation (17). The corresponding lateral
pressure is given by />„, which is identified with xx of (17).We are now in a position to test the theory of internal friction
expressed by (17) from the observations of Adams and Bancroft
It IS only necessary to plot against each other the end pressures zs
and the lateral pressures xx as determined above. Such specimens
as give straight lines may be said to possess a definite modulus of
plasticity, K, and coefficient of internalfriction, ^. Curves obtainedm this way are shown in the Appendix, where they are describedm detail for the various specimens tesu \. The results show that
for some kinds of rock the curves appro.ximate closely to straight
lines between certain limits of pressure. In the interpretation of
these curves it must be kept in mind that the material is not broken
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down from an initially unstrained state' at each stage of the process.

The constants of i)lasticity and internal friction, as determined by

the present investigation, refer to rock which is being made to flow

continuously. This state of alTairs, however, approachc;. more

nearly to that occurring in nature during slow geological deforma-

tions than to conditions existing when the rock is broken down from

an initially unstrained state.

Under ideal conditions the curves for the observations taken

with the nickel-steel jackets of the two wall thicknesses shoukl be

identical. Actually, however, they differ to some extent, indicating

that the effect of stresses set up by the <leformation of the nickel-

steel has not been entirely eliminated. The two sets of observa-

tions are, however, sufficiently close to give approximate estimates

of the relation between the principal stresses which must exist

before the rock can be made to flow under conditions existing in

the earth's crust. It will be noticed from the curves of Plate I that

for the harder rocks, such as diabase and granite, the curves along

which breakdown takes i)lace show the existence of a very large

coefficient of internal friction. Since the hydrostatic pressure is

given by l(2xx+zz), this is equivalent to the statement that the

slijfness or limiting shearing stress required to break down the

rock increases with the hydrostatic pressure to which the rock is

submitted. In other words, we come to the important conclusion

that llic strcss-dijfcrciicc required to break doivn rock material under

conditions of pressure existing in lite earth's crust increases with the

depth. In the application of this result to geophysical problems,

the foregoing conclusion may have to be somewhat modified to

take into account the rise of temperature with depth. It is highly

desirable that further experiments be carried out with a view to

ascertaining the influence of this factor.

NOTE ON .\PPLICATI()NS TO GEOPHYSICAL PROBLEMS

Up to the present the only quantitative data available for use

in geo;lynamical problems have been obtained by crushing cubes

of various rocks in a testing machine according to the ordinary rules

' Compare Karman's observations on marble and sandstone, Zeil. des Vcrcins

dtUUJur IngmicuTC, October :i, igii.

"^ST _ •jui-..,U. J..
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of engineering practice. The unsatisfactory nature of such data
as appiieil to comh'tions of stress deep down in the earth's crust has
already been pointed out by the writer.' The results now available
from the observations of Adams and Bancroft supply much needed
data for the purj)oses of geoph> sics. Quoting from a classical paper
by Sir George Darwin/ -With regard to the earth we require to
know what IS the limiting stress-ditTerence under which a material
takes permanent set or begins to flow rather than the stress-
difference under which it breaks; for if the materials of the earth
were to begin to flow, the continents would sink down, and the sea
bottoms rise up." In the paper quoted Darwin estimates roughly
the stress-difference in the interior of the earth due to a distribution
of continental masses corresponding roughly to the actual distribu-
tion. For instance, it is estimated that the stress-difference under
the continents of Africa and America is at a maximum at more than
1,100 miles from the earth's surface and amounts to about 4 tons
per square inch. Darwin's conclusion that "marble would break
under this stress, but that strong granite would stand' must be
modified considerably in the light of the results of Adams and
Bancroft, as the limiting strength of the rock material under the
enormous pressur(> at the depth referred to would probably be
increased many times. For the purposes of such calculations the
curves of Plate I may be emi)loycd as they stand. If, for instance
It IS desired to investigate the stability of mountain ranges or of
continental elevations, the principal stresses at great depths must
be derived from the theory of elasticity, making use of elastic con-
stants derived from the interpretation of seismological records If
the principal stresses at any point be plotted as S and xx on such
a diagram as that of Plate I, a particular rock material will flow
if the point falls between the axis zz and the curve characteristic
of the particular rock formation under consideration. The material
will be on the point of flowing if the point falls on the curve itself
while the rock will stand the stress if the point falls between the

" L. V. King, op. cit., p. 120.

w ?'" p- ^*™'"> "O" the Stresses Caused in the Interior of the Earth by theWeight of tontmcnts and Mountains," Phil. Trans., CLXXIII (.882) .87-2,0-
Scu-nltfic Paper-:, II (ly-oS), 4y5.

" 1 6 >
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PLATE I
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PLATE ir
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curve and the axis .iu-. 'I'hus for lomplftc stability the ontiro series

of points representing slress-dilTerenies in-neath a continental eleva-

tion must fall in this latter region. It is thus evident that the

existinj; theories of isostasy should, in considering the equilibrium

of stresses called into existence by continental elevations and moun-

tain ranfjes, take account of a "(ompcitsiilion of plaslifHy" i.e., of

the increased stilTness or resistance to deformation of the under-

lying rock when submitted to jjreater hydrostatic i)ressure. With

the reser\ation already made as to the possible influence of tem-

perature, we have a considerable basis of evidence in favor of the

conclusion that at any time in the past history of the earth continen-

tal elevations might have attained much greater altitudes above sea-

level than any at i)resent existing, without giving rise to stress-

dilTerencei in the earth's interior sufticiently great to have caused

rupture or breakdown, owing to the much increased "resistance to

flow" set up in the rock Jiiaterial by the great pressure of the over-

lying crust. We should conclude also that, in the event of flow

occurring, the region of flow would be confined to a region of the

earth's crust comparatively near the earth's surface. The increas-

ing limiting stress, with pressure characteristic of rock material

made to llow as in Adams' and Bancroft's experiments, leads one

to the conclusion that great movements of the earth's crust have

for the most i)art always proceeded by extremely slow and con-

tinuous adjustments to pressure conditions, and not, as supposed

by some f^eologists,' by a series of catadysmal collapses of the type

which would occur if the material of the earth's crust possessed in

all circumstances a unicjue and delinite limiting strength analogous

to that obtained by crushing a specimen, unsupported laterally, in

a testing machine. Th'' further consideration of these problems

must, however, be left over for further discussion. Enough has

been said to make it evident that the results of Adams and Bancroft

have pro\ided much needed data in the light of which many of the

existing theories of geodynamics may recjuire considerable modi-

fication.

' (i. A. f. Colo, I'rtsidcntial address delivered iK'fore the geological section of the

fSritisli .\»ociation, Manchester nieetinR, IQ15, />. .1. Report, pp. 403-20.
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APPENDIX

In order to study the exi)erimental data on the (low of roeks in the liRht
of a theory of internal friction, the data reproduced in Tables I and II were
obtained from the original large-scale curves obtained by Adams an.l Bancroft
connectmR the end load on the steel pistons with the bulge of the nickel-sleel
jacket. Each of the curves represented the mean of two, three, or more com-
plete sets of observations. The first row of numbers for each specimen is the
total load 11-. (m thousand pounds) on the steel ,)istons required to bulge
the nickel-steel jacket by the amounts entered under the various columns.
The second row gives the pressure-intensity P.= U\-^h' in thousand ,K,unds per
square inch e.xcrted on the end of the specimen of radius b... The third line
gives the average pressure-intensity P = rz in thousand rounds jxt square inch
at the central [wrtion of the specimen in the direction of the axis, correcting
for the effect of the bulge from formula (20). It will be noticed that the
average longitudinal pressure at the center is somewhat less than that over
the ends by amounts which increase considerably with the harder rocks
The final results given in Tables 1 and II are shown graphically in Plates I
and II, respectively. Against the lateral pressures (given by the experiment
on tallow) are plotted the longitudinal pressures required to bulge the nickel-
steel jacket to the same extent. Eor such of the rocks as give curves approxi-
mating to straight lines we may say that a definite modulus of plaslicitv and
co.'faenl of internal friction exist. Rough estimates of these constants as
u.t.rmmed for the soft rocks from large-scale curves are given in Table III
in which the first entry corresponds to the o. 2S-centimeter wall nickel-steel
jacket and the second to the o. 3J-centimcter wall. It will be noticed that the
two sets of results are in [wor agreement for K, and arc only in rough agreement
for ,i, the dithcully arising from attempting to fit a straight line to a scries of
points which are only approximately colinear.

In the case of the harder rocks no definite coctVicient of friction can be said
to exist. In the case of dolomite and Belgian black marble it is noticed that
the coefTicient of friction tends to diminish with increasing longitudinal and
lateral stress. Slate gives a very irregular curve due to the development of
cracks while the material is stressed. TH» sudden bend in the curves for
diabase and granite is attributed to the a breakdown of the rock material
Prom the curves of Plates I and II it will be noticed that this occurs in the
neighborhood of rG= 150,000, .G- 25.000. corresponding to a stress-difference
of 125,000 pounds per square inch. In a general way this result confirms the
conclusion already arrived at from a discussion of the experiments of \dams
on the pressure required to close up small cylindrical cavities in specimens of
Westerly granite. In the v-riter'A paper already mentioned (p. 641, n i) it
was pointed out that the stress-ditlerence requirc.l to break down the rock
material in the neighborhood of small cavities amounted to as much as
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160,000-200,000 pounds per square inch. The conclusion, there limited to
small cavities, is extended by the present experiments of Adams and Bancroft
to continuous rock stressed under conditions approaching those existing in

TABLK III

Siwcimcn K

(Pounds per square
inch)

Steatite 5,500-1,800
Alabaster 4,200-3,100
Sandstone 7,500-3,100
Marble 850-1.500
Lead 850- 500

0.24-0.32
o 37-0.38
o 34-0 40
0.58-0.52

o 00

the earth's interior, in which circumstances a limiting stress-diiTerence
several times greater than that obtained by the usual crushing test must
be cm{)loyed.
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